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Many distributed applications require some form of multicast. Unfortunately , IP-level 
multicast routing is poorly supported in today's Internet. Peer-to-peer, application-level multicast 
(ALM) routing is an important alternative to IP multicast, because ALM protocols do not require 
the cooperation of ISPs, and because they can support various forms of multicast Quality-of-
Service beyond those provided by IP multicast, including flow and congestion control. Many 
ALMRPs (ALM routing protocols) have been proposed. ALMRPs are best suited for different 
types of applications based on the number of receivers and senders, and provide different APIs 
forcing applications to use a single ALMRP. No ALMRP has the best performance for all 
applications on any network topology. Moreover, few ALMRPs exploit the hardware multicast 
where available  

FastCast is a routing infrastructure that allows members of IP-multicast-based WAN 
applications to send, and receive messages using the standard IP-multicast interface. Usually, the 
members of WAN applications reside in different Internet sites that employ a hardware multicast. 
FastCast sends the application’s messages between sites using a tree of TCP connections built 
using control information received from an ALMRP component. Each dissemination tree has 
assigned a Flow ID. The ALMRP may be chosen based on the application’s choices, and the 
number of sites used by the application. When several applications use the same AMLRP 
between the same sites, FastCast reduces ALMRP overhead by disseminating messages through 
the same tree. Moreover, in order to be TCP-friendly, FastCast uses at most one TCP connection 
between any pair of sites, and may run a credit-based flow control on each TCP pipe.    

The FastCast architecture has several components. The FastCast Routers disseminate 
messages that belong to an application only between sites that have application’s members. The 
Manager component sets up the forwarding tables of the Routers by computing a dissemination 
tree for each employed ALMRP. FastCast Routers prevent loops and multicast messages being 
forwarded back to their senders. Each site has assigned a FastCast Router that resides at the edge 
of the Internet. The FastCast Router sends and receives messages to and from the assigned site 
through a Gateway component that resides inside the site. The Gateway must reside on a machine 
that runs the site’s IP-multicast protocol, and receive IP-multicast packets through a tunnel-like 
interface so that it only processes the multicast packets that must be sent to remote sites. 
Gateways compute the global membership information, which shows the multicast IP addresses 
used by all site members, using a distributed information management system such as Astrolabe. 
FastCast obtains the local membership information of a site using an Eavesdropper component on 
each LAN of the site. The Eavesdropper may reside on any machine of its LAN and listens to the 
multicast traffic, and IGMP protocol run between IP hosts and the site’s multicast routers. The 
Gateway aggregates the membership information received from the site’s Eavesdroppers. 

By using the FastCast infrastructure, site members receive original IP multicast packets 
regardless of where senders reside. Sites can use their choices of IP multicast protocols without 
changing their software. The FastCast infrastructure is able to change the ALMRP assigned to an 
application on-the-fly and experiences less “churn” by adding and dropping IP multicast 
addresses at the site level instead of the host level. Placing the FastCast Routers close to the 
Internet core routers, the FastCast infrastructure adds less forwarding overhead. Moreover, it 
separates the data path from the control path for any choice of ALMRP. Such separation 
improves forwarding performance and updates ALMRPs on-the-fly.  


